




Who are we?
We are the representative 
agents of several Italian 
furniture companies and 
have been operating in 
the British market for 
more than twenty years.  
 
Over this period, we have 
been able to anticipate the 
trends of a dynamic and 
unique market, such as the 
British one, and to foresee 
the changes which today 
are clear to everybody.  
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Together with the companies 
we represent, we constantly 
gua ran tee  ou r  c l i en t s 
select ion of the f inest 
furniture and competence 
of service and del ivery. 
Schiatti is distinguished by 
its intimate working with 
our manufacturers and 
designers which allows 
us to foresee and meet 
market trends. 

This is the strategy that has 
helped us today to proudly 
represent some of the best 
Italian companies of the 
world furniture market, both 
for their image and for their 
quality. 



advertising

contactSince 1959 Flexform has been 
a leading brand in genuine 
made in Italy design furniture.

1  family company owned by 
the Galimberti family

1  production plant in Italy

1  point of reference in high 
quality furniture

50  year-long partnership with 
architect Antonio Citterio

60  years of experience in the 
production of sofas

89  countries of export

100 shop in shops

35  flagship stores.

Identifying marks:
genuine Made in Italy, timeless 
elegance, design consistency, 
contemporary design, beauty, 
utmost quality, durability, 
sustainability and unparalleled 
comfort.

FLEXFORM 
 
Via Einaudi 23 - 25 
20821 Meda (MB) - Italy

Phone +39 0362 3991 
Fax +39 0362 399228 
 
info@flexform.it 
www.flexform.it
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icon pieces

best selling

Alfred sofa – Mood Collection

Romeo sofa

Adda bed

Vulcano sofa – Outdoor Collection



advertising

contactPORADA, FROM 1948

Everything was born from the 
love of wood. Solid wood is 
worked with the craftsman-
ship of those who know how 
to turn a log into a piece of 
artwork. Porada has its origin 
from this passion. 

The company was established 
in 1968 by Luigi Allievi with 
the aim of expanding the 
production of chairs, started 
in 1948. Excellent quality and 
considerable experience in 
wood manufacturing soon 
gave the Company a solid and 
well-defined identity, which 
nowadays expresses itself 
in refined products that con-
tribute to design a domestic 
environment, where one’s ev-
eryday living needs are met. 
The main strength of Porada 
is also something else. 
Something that has nothing 
to do with the quality of the 
materials or cutting-edge ma-
chinery. It’s the human factor.

They’re people who for years 
have become part of this 
family, who treat products as 
they would do with something 
of their own, putting all their 
care and passion in their daily 
work. Work that in half a cen-
tury has managed to turn the 
founder’s dream into reality.

PORADA 
 
Località Porada, 
via P. Buozzi, 2 
22060 Cabiate (CO) - Italy

Phone +39 031 766215 
Fax +39 031 768386 
 
www.porada.it



icon pieces

best selling
Ester Chair

Kirk Angular Sofa

Infinity Table

Aria modular bookcase



advertising

contactCATTELAN ITALIA was estab-
lished in 1979  Cattelan, manu-
facturing initially “marble” 
elements, such as tables and 
coffee tables, focusing the 
business towards the export 
market. In no time at all the 
firm achieved very favourable 
results throughout USA, Europe 
and the Far East. 
 
Today Cattelan Italia is proud 
to be displayed in more than 
2500 of the most prestigious 
showrooms in 104 countries 
around the world. 
 
To support this wide distribution 
network, a selection of agents 
has been set up in all the coun-
tries. This is reinforced by the 
presence of Cattelan Italia in 
all the major International Fairs 
such as Cologne, Paris, Valen-
cia, Moscow, Courtrai and of 
course Milan. 
 
The smell of wood, the art of 
creating a piece of furniture 
was part of the family heritage, 
where 5 out of 7 brothers 
continued, in different ways, the 
family tradition in the field of 
furniture.

CATTELAN ITALIA 
 
Via Pilastri, 15 
36010 Carrè VI - Italy  
 
Phone  +39 0445 318711  
Fax +39 0445 314289 
 
info@cattelanitalia.com 
www.cattelanitalia.com

cattelanitalia.com 
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The Place we Live

agent for uk:  alberto schiatti - ph +39 0362 328162 - info@schiatti.it

LIVING ETC_6_2019.indd   1 02/04/19   11:33



icon pieces

best selling

Belinda chair

Amerigo small table

Nautilus bookcase

Dragon Keramik table



advertising

contactThe products manufactured 
by Giorgetti S.p.A. are a prime 
example of Made and 
Manufactured in Italy.

Starting from design, 
creativity and style, up to 
the actual production, the 
entire production process is 
exclusively made in Italy by 
highly qualified personnel 
having great skills in the 
furniture sector. 

Giorgetti products are 
functional and made 
of long-lasting quality 
materials and are made 
with eco-friendly 
efficient technologies.

The Made in Italy artisan 
production surpasses the logic 
of the standard product and 
guarantees a high level of 
product customization.   

Thanks to many years of 
experience, and to a tradition 
of more than a hundred years 
which began in Brianza, 
Giorgetti has managed to give 
its production a touch of great 
quality. Giorgetti is certainly 
a distinguished player in the 
furniture market.

GIORGETTI 
 
Via Manzoni 20 
20821 Meda (MB) - Italy 
 
Phone +39 0362 75275 
Fax +39 0362 75575

info@giorgetti.eu 
www.giorgetti.eu



icon pieces

best selling

Hug Armchair

Amadeus table

Opus armchair

Skyline sofa



advertising

contactAbsolute excellence in the 
international contract market, 
Montbel is a leader Italian 
company with a long history 
of quality and craftsmanship. 
A whole Friuli-based 
determination and an all-
Italian creativity, developed 
within the “Chair District” of 
Manzano (Udine) and which 
today reaches an annual 
production of about 70,000 
pieces amongst chairs, sofas, 
armchairs and tables.

Today Montbel is set at 
the top range of hotel and 
contract industry and is also 
working its way in the naval 
sector. A success that is due 
to multiple elements, from 
the efficiency of production to 
the refinement of design, and 
in particular to the extreme 
versatility of the collections: 
all handmade in Italy by 
expert craftsmen with the 
selection of excellent raw 
materials, starting from timber 
and fabrics.

MONTBEL 
 
Via delle Scuole, 30
33044 Manzano - Udine - Italy

Phone +39 0432 743147
 +39 0432 743233 
Fax +39 0432 743807 

www.montbel.it
montbel@montbel.it

Via D. Scuole, 30
I-33044 Manzano - Udine - Italy
www.montbel.it - montbel@montbel.it

The art
of contract.

SINCE 1959



icon pieces

best selling

Rose armchair

Danielle armchair

Star double-sided sofa

Sayo armchair



advertising

contactCONTARDI, the couturier of 
contemporary lighting.

Based in Cesano Maderno 
(The Milan area), Contardi has 
manufactured premium lighting 
products for more than 30 
years. 

Like a perfectly tailored 
suit, the  Contardi collection 
features elegant materials and 
finishes along with a relentless 
attention to detail.

Thanks to Contardi’s experience 
in the contract market and its 
great flexibility to manufacture 
according to the Client’s need, 
the Contardi collection stands 
as the right choice for the 
Interior Designer: sophisticated 
but functional, exclusive but 
discreet just as a beautiful 
“white shirt” is.  Contardi is the 
perfect solution for boutique 
hotels, private residences, 
restaurants, yachts and indeed 
any refined ambience.

High fashion without fads.

CONTARDI 
 
via A. Manzoni 134/140 
20811 Cesano Maderno (MB) - Italy

Phone +39 0362 301381 
Fax +39 0362 307473 
 
sales@contardi-italia.it 
www.contardi-italia.com

CONTARDI LIGHTING SRL | Via A. Manzoni 134/140 - Cesano Maderno (MB) - Italy
Ph: +39 0362 301381 | sales@contardi-italia.it | www.contardi-italia.com

Servomuto

ARCIPELAGO sO



icon pieces

best selling

Babu

Calypso

Messalina

Mikado



advertising

contactSince we were set up in 1956, 
we have taken part in trade 
fairs throughout the world.

Always in the front line… 
whether with stands in Milan 
or High Point in North Carolina 
(where we have taken part 
without a break for twenty), or 
the first at Crocus in Moscow.

This is also typical of Italian 
style, proudly showing off what 
we have designed and made. 
For example, in our exclusive 
showroom at 200 Lexington 
Avenue, New York, in London, 
or Japan, or Canada, or even 
Russia.

GIORGIO COLLECTION 
 
Via Einstein, 6 
20831 SEREGNO (MB) - Italy

Phone  +39 0362 243471/326814 
Fax +39 0362 325410

info@giorgiocollection.it 
www.giorgiocollection.it

M A D E  I N  I T A L Y



icon pieces

best selling

Infinity Table

Alchemy Table

Absolute Bar

Infinity Bed



advertising

contactAppreciated worldwide for 
its classic production, Angelo 
Cappellini creates a new brand 
with a more contemporary flair 
and a strong personality: 
Opera Contemporary.

Born in 2010, the new will 
complement and complete, 
the other collections while 
remaining true to our original 
style. 

Opera Contemporary is an 
elegant collection with refined 
details and forms that hint 
at the past. Its goal is that of 
satisfying the needs of high-
end interior decoration for 
public, representative, and 
private spaces.

Opera Contemporary offers a 
full collection complete with 
everything from beds, cabinets, 
and couches, to chairs, tables, 
and dining rooms. The objective 
here is to “dress” the house 
with the skilful combination of 
elegant and timeless pieces 
that are perfectly balanced 
between the past and present. 
This is done by choosing from a 
wide variety of woods, finishes, 
and fabrics of the highest 
Italian textile quality. Elegance 
combines with functionality, 
customizing each environment 
with taste and refinement. 

ANGELO CAPPELLINI & C. SRL 
 
Via Milano 39 
22060 Cabiate (CO) - Italy 
 
Phone +39 031 7692811 
 
operacontemporary@angelocappellini.com 
www.operacontemporary.com



icon pieces

best selling

Cyrano coffee table

Cosmo sofa and Brian side tables

Leslie armchairs, Margot side table and Gyselle mirror

Janet bed and Freddy stools



advertising

contactAngelo Cappellini, a historic 
company that is well-loved, 
appreciated, and sought after 
around the world because 
of its refined production of 
classic furniture. 
 
Founded in 1886 in the heart 
of Brianza, Angelo Cappellini is 
a leader in the production 
of classic furniture and 
specialises in the reproduction 
of authentic models hailing 
from the major European 
styles such as Louis XV, Louis 
XVI, Regency, Empire and 
Biedermeir. 
 
With its classic production, 
the company has conquered 
the international markets. 
 
Angelo Cappellini is a company 
that is booming. The increase 
of the company’s potential, 
however, did not lead it to lose 
its strong artisan-based quality 
that is founded upon the great 
experience and skill of its highly 
specialized staff. 

ANGELO CAPPELLINI 
 
Via Turati 4 
22060 Cabiate (CO) - Italy 
 
Phone +39 031 7692811 

angelocappellini@angelocappellini.com 
www.angelocappellini.com



icon pieces

best selling

Florida Collection table with inlaid top and chairs

Sissi Collection bed, night table, chest of drawers and mirror

La Belle Vie Collection armchair and side table

Maupassant Collection 3 seat sofa, armchairs, central table and side tables



advertising

contactEmu’s story begins June 8, 
1951.

Its metal furniture production 
is strongly established at the 
Marsciano plant. 

The product lines, which 
include chairs, tables, 
loungers, furniture for 
relaxing, living room sets and 
accessories, are available in 
a variety of 
materials, from metal to 
Emu wicker and Teak Metal, 
and they can satisfy every 
price and design need from 
the large-scale retail to the 
luxury sector.

The quality of the furniture 
is guaranteed by the “made 
in Italy” production and 
by Emu’s commitment to 
technological research, with 
an ongoing study of materials 
and production techniques.

The growth in sales and 
production in these last years 
bears witness to the great 
expansion of Emu, which is 
currently the largest producer 
of outdoor metal furniture 
and furnishings in Europe.

EMU 
 
Zona industriale, 
06055 Marsciano (PG) - Italy 
 
Phone +39 075 874021 
Fax +39 075 8743903 
 
info@emu.it 
www.emu.it

emu.it

THE ITALIAN LIFESTYLE
OF LIVING OUTDOORS.
Shared values have given rise to a cooperation between EMU and FAI Fondo Ambiente 
Italiano to protect and promote our natural landscapes and artistic heritage.
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OUTDOOR DESIGN COLLECTION
CAROUSEL by Sebastian Herkner

Villa e Collezione Panza, Varese
The Slope by Bob Verschauren, work of Land Art



icon pieces

best selling

Arc en Ciel Table and Chairs

Terramare Sofa

Nef Armchair

Cross Table and Chairs



advertising

contactA modern wallpaper has to 
combine design, practicality 
and materials. The distinctive 
trait of a wallpaper is to be a 
contemporary and custom-
made element able to satisfy 
space, covering and design 
needs.

Londonart is all of this: we 
studied and created sartorial 
wallpaper, handcrafted works 
for an unmatche d design 
product.

Our brand’s identity is a 
combination of fashion, 
graphic elements and 
architecture; materials, 
fabrics, aesthetic and 
decoration match functional 
capacity for striking, 
outstanding and balanced 
results at the same time.

Contemporary demands 
turned Londonart’s wallpaper 
in a sheer furnishing element, 
specific and on-demand – 
tailored and out of standards 
– that easily satisfy interior 
designers’ and architects’ 
needs.

LONDON ART 
 
Via Pontaccio 19
Milano - Italia 
 
Phone +39 0444 760565 
 
commerciale@londonart.it 
londonartwallpaper.com
londonart.it

IPANEMA  
design Francesca Besso

Showroom: Milan IT | Via Pontaccio 19 | Brera Design District

londonartwallpaper.com
londonart.it



icon pieces

best selling

“Looks in the forest” wallpaper

“Athena” wallpaper

 “Romantic story” wallpaper

“Cassiopea” wallpaper
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At Schiatti, we can offer 
tailored solutions to the 
contract and hospitality 
market. Through our network 
of quality Italian factories, we 
can offer either full turnkey 
solutions on larger hotels and 
villas, or produce bespoke or 
modified items for smaller 
projects. We have the ability 
to work locally in the UK and 
Ireland or on international 
projects.

contact
For further details, 
please do not hesitate 
to contact us at 
info@albertoschiatti.it 
+39 (0362) 328162



Porada Porada

Giorgetti Giorgetti

GiorgettiPorada

EmuEmu



Emu

Contardi Contardi

Contardi

Cattelan

Cattelan

Cattelan

Flexform Mood



Flexform

Flexform Mood

Flexform Mood

Flexform

Cattelan Montbel

Montbel Montbel
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Top clients.

Monobrand.

Brand branches showrooms floor plan.

Catalogues and finishes samples 

available for download.

Dedicated brand pages.

Newsletter area.

Press area.
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ALBERTO SCHIATTI

BETTY ORSENIGO

GEOFF LEAHY

NOTTOC LIHPIGGAR AIVLIS

ANASEC ALOAP

ALESSANDRA SCHIATTI

CARMEN DOMINE

ANNA CICERI

COLMAN O’ DOHERTY

SILVIA BONARDI

 VASCO

 JAMES LEACH
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contact 
Alberto SchiAtti 
AGENT FOR LONDON, IRELAND AND NORTH OF IRELAND 
Email: alberto.schiatti@schiatti.it

Geoff leAhy 
CONTRACT & HOSPITALITY AGENT 

Email: geoffleahy@icloud.com 

SilviA bonArdi 
AGENT FOR SOUTH OF ENGLAND 
Email: silvybonardi@gmail.com 

JAmeS leAch 
AGENT FOR NORTHERN ENGLAND 

Email: james@jrlagencies.co.uk 

colmAn o’ doherty 
AGENT FOR IRELAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND FOR PORADA, CATTELAN AND EMU ONLY 

Email: colieod@gmail.com 

Phil cotton 
AGENT FOR IRELAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND FOR PORADA, CATTELAN AND EMU ONLY 

Email: phil@cottonagencies.com

address 
Via San Rocco, 23 
20831 - Seregno (MB) - Italy 

opening time 
9:00 - 18:30   Italian time 

phone 
+39 (0362) 328162 

internet 
info@albertoschiatti.com 
www.albertoschiatti.com

cArmen domine 
COMMERCIAL BACK OFFICE 
Email: carmen@schiatti.it 

AnnA ciceri 
COMMERCIAL BACK OFFICE 

Email: anna@schiatti.it 

PAolA ceSAnA 
COMMERCIAL BACK OFFICE 

Email: paola@schiatti.it 

SilviA rAGGi 
WEB / PRESS SUPPORT 
Email: silvia@schiatti.it 

AleSSAndrA SchiAtti 
FINANCIAL ADVISOR 

Email: alessandra@schiatti.it
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ALBERTO SCHIATTI

BETTY ORSENIGO

GEOFF LEAHY

NOTTOC LIHPIGGAR AIVLIS

ANASEC ALOAP

ALESSANDRA SCHIATTI

CARMEN DOMINE

ANNA CICERI

COLMAN O’ DOHERTY

SILVIA BONARDI

 VASCO

 



www.albertoschiatti.com




